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QUESTION 1

A user requests a "hidden" Samba share, named confidential, similar to the Windows Administration Share. How can
this be configured? 

A. [confidential] comment = hidden share path = /srv/smb/hidden write list = user create mask = 0700 directory mask =
0700 

B. [$confidential] comment = hidden share path = / srv/smb/hidden write list = user create mask = 0700 directory mask =
0700 

C. [#confidential] comment = hidden share path = / srv/smb/hidden write list = user 

create mask = 0700 

directory mask = 0700 

D. [%confidential] comment = hidden share path = / srv/smb/hidden write list = user create mask = 0700 directory mask
= 0700 

E. [confidential$] comment = hidden share path = / srv/smb/hidden write list = user create mask = 0700 directory mask =
0700 

Correct Answer: E 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Why are different IP addresses recommended when hosting multiple HTTPS virtual hosts? (Choose TWO correct
answers.) 

A. Apache caches SSL keys based on IP address. 

B. The SSL connection is made before the virtual host name is known by the server. 

C. The SSL key is tied to a specific IP address when issued by the Certificate Authority. 

D. This is only needed when dynamic content is being generated by more than one of the virtual hosts. 

E. The Server Name Indication extension to TLS is not universally supported. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

 

QUESTION 3

The following data is some of the output produced by a program. Which program produced this output? 

strftime (" Thu", 1024, "%a", 0xb7f64380) =4 fwrite ("Thu", 3, 1, 0xb7f614e0) =1 fputc (\\' \\', 0xb7f614e0) =32 strftime ("
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Feb", 1024, " %b", 0xb7f64380) =4 fwrite ("Feb", 3, 1, 0xb7f614e0) =1 fputc (\\' \\', 0xb7f614e0) =32 fwrite ("19", 2, 1,
0xb7f614e0) =1 

A. lsof 

B. ltrace 

C. nm 

D. strace 

E. time 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

When bash is invoked as an interactive login shell, which of the following sentences is true? 

A. It first reads and executes commands in /etc/profile and then does same for ~/.bash_profile and ~/ .bashrc 

B. It first reads and executes commands in /etc/bashrc and then does same for /etc/profile 

C. It reads and executes commands in ~/.bashrc only if /etc/profile or another initialization script calls it. 

D. It ignores /etc/profile and only reads and executes commands in ~/.bashrc 

E. It first reads and executes commands in /etc/profile and then does same for ~/.bash_profile, ~/ .bash_login and
~/.profile 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which option is used to configure pppd to use up to two DNS server addresses provided by the remote server? 

A. ms-dns 

B. nameserver 

C. usepeerdns 

D. dns 

E. None of the above 

Correct Answer: E 
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